Spaulding Clinical Research Selects Projecis Cloud-based Collaboration Platform to
Manage Phase I Clinical Trial Projects and Timelines
Tech-focused clinical research organization uses Projecis as hub for meetings, team tasks and Gantt
charts
SAN DIEGO and WEST BEND, Wis. – Nov. 6, 2013 – Spaulding Clinical Research, LLC, a clinical research
organization focused on driving value for clients through technology and process innovation, recently
began using the Projecis cloud-based collaboration platform to help manage the execution of their
clinical research projects.
The Spaulding Clinical team is using Projecis to track tasks required to complete studies quickly and to
keep client specifications organized. Features such as the Gantt chart, daily email alerts with to-do
items, as well as document review allows them to better manage trials and track results. The meetings
feature within Projecis has been integrated into the Spaulding Clinical team’s weekly staff meetings.
Projecis features such as agenda generation, meeting minutes, and scheduling, are being used to
streamline internal meetings and ensure they are objective-driven.
Spaulding Clinical’s General Manager and Senior Vice President of Clinical Research Daniel Selness
states, “Our focus on industry-leading data quality, delivered on time and budget makes the investment
in the Projecis project management platform a valuable addition to our team’s solutions. Projecis
provides us with an intuitive, cutting-edge project management platform that is cloud-based and
uniquely designed to manage complex clinical trials. Using Projecis enables us to create efficiencies
while improving the level of service we provide to our pharmaceutical sponsors.”
Projecis Chief Executive Officer Russ Holmes states, “We continue to hear that organizations such as
Spaulding Clinical find that Projecis improves their ability to stay focused, rather than spending their
time organizing and tracking large amounts of data.”
“Spaulding Clinical is a technologically advanced CRO that is growing,” states Holmes. “With Projecis,
Spaulding has a centralized platform that provides a hub for its expanding staff to either get a quick
snapshot of a project’s status or quickly access documents and other information associated with a
study.”
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About Projecis
Projecis (pro-jek-sis) enables project stakeholders to connect teams, organize data, and disseminate
information for better business decision-making. Project team members can access files, imported data,
milestones, tasks, assignments, issues, and news, which can be professional or webcam video updates.
This secure, web-based platform allows for enhanced communications features including VoIP calling,
embedded conference center, integration with corporate email and calendar, and private chat with
intercom. Team knowledge is maintained with real-time commenting for group discussions, posted
content and assignment status updates. Project management tools are also available including Gantt
charts, resource views, task percent complete and project health. www.projecis.com. Twitter:
@Projecis. Facebook: Projecis. Why Projecis? - VIDEO
About Spaulding Clinical Research, LLC
Spaulding Clinical Research, LLC (www.spauldingclinical.com) a change agent in the clinical research and
medical device industries, is focused on driving perpetual value for their clients through technology and
process innovation that delivers speed, unprecedented quality and lower costs.
Spaulding Clinical Research operates a 135-bed clinical pharmacology unit with 96, 12-lead ECG,
telemetry beds in West Bend, Wisconsin, USA. The facility is paperless, using a customized Phase I
Electronic Data Capture system with bi-directional interfaces to clinical lab, bedside devices and
telemetry. Spaulding Biometrics provides full-service biostatistics, data management and medical
writing services.
As a Phase I-IV centralized cardiac safety provider, Spaulding Clinical offers project management, expert
cardiologist ECG over-read and a complete suite of state-of-the-art equipment provisioning, including
the cloud-based Spaulding webECGTM diagnostic 12-lead ECG Management Solution with the purposebuilt Spaulding Model 1000iQ Electrocardiograph.
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